Topic modelling is the new revolution in text mining. It is a statistical technique for revealing the underlying semantic structure in large collection of documents. After analysing approximately 300 research articles on topic modeling, a comprehensive survey on topic modelling has been presented in this paper. It includes classification hierarchy, Topic modelling methods, Posterior Inference techniques, different evolution models of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and its applications in different areas of technology including Scientific Literature, Bioinformatics, Software Engineering and analysing social network is presented. Quantitative evaluation of topic modeling techniques is also presented in detail for better understanding the concept of topic modeling. At the end paper is concluded with detailed discussion on challenges of topic modelling, which will definitely give researchers an insight for good research.
Introduction
Nowadays, when majorities of literature in every sphere of life, become digitized and stored electronically in the databases, through digital libraries or social networking databases. Researcher needs powerful automatic tools to read this data and understand underlying themes of data like human beings. Topic modeling is a technique comes with group of algorithms that reveal, discover and annotate thematic structure in collection of documents [1] . Vector space model is the foundation for many advanced information retrieval techniques [2] [3] and topic models [4] . The VSM (Vector space model) was the first simple algebraic model directly based on the term document matrix for extracting semantic information from word usage [5] . A basic vector space model can break the text into character unigrams or bigrams. It is based on Bag of words (BOW) approach, where the exact ordering of term in a document is ignored but the frequency of occurrence of each term is retained an important factor [6] [7] . VSM has spread its wings in variety of applications including machine learning, search engines, natural language processing, machine translation that involve measuring the similarity of concepts, context between words, phrases, and documents [3] [9] . For modeling a retrieval system like in search engine or digital collection, all words in a document are not equally important. So, we assign each term in a document, a weight that depends on the number of occurrences of the term in a document. The concept of weighting is to give more weight to unexpected events and less weight to frequently occurring events. The most popular way to formalize the idea for term document matrices is (term frequency*inverse document frequency) [tf*idf], from family of weighting function [8] [10] . Topic modeling algorithms provides technique from multiple perspectives to find hidden semantics in document collection and cluster the themes as topics. The distributional model like vector space, Latent semantic analysis, Probabilistic latent semantic model and Latent Dirichlet allocation can be used to derive word meaning representation based on the analysis of statistics [2] . In last two decades, there have been several papers and research results devoted to various topic modeling techniques including LSA (latent Semantic analysis), Plsa (Probabilistic latent semantic analysis) and LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation).
Researchers from various fields mathematicians, statisticians, computer scientists, biologists, and neuroscientists, have explored the topic modeling from use of topic modeling for word sense disambiguates. In 2008 presented the concept of multilingual topic model and syntactic topic model and complete his PhD on linguistic extension of topic models in 2010.In 2011 discovered the concept of interactive topic modeling with Brianna Sati off. Jordan contributed majorly in sentiment analysis, multilingual topic modeling and topic modeling on speechlarge scale topic modeling and efficient tree-based topic modeling and online topic modeling. David Mimno come with the idea of detecting author influence in collection through author topic modeling and more on correlation among topics and articles in corpus using Pachinko Allocation models. Since topic modeling is a very powerful technique, has spread its wings in multiple domains from Natural language processing to scientific literature, Software Engineering, Bioinformatics, Humanities etc. In Last two decades, hundreds of papers have been published, but in the literature of topic modeling, there is no any paper that explore the whole literature in a single comprehensive manner. Some significance contribution by core researcher are only on the latent Dirichlet allocation(LDA)[11] [12] .The concept of dimension reduction and semantic theme detection is prevalent in the literature of from early 1999.So in this paper we get motivate to provide a comprehensive review on topic modeling which includes a brief classification hierarchy as well as explanation of each method with algorithms like latent semantic analysis, probabilistic latent semantic analysis, non-negative matrix factorization and then finally the latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) is presented in great detail. So, in totality this paper makes these contributions:
 Classification hierarchy of different topic modeling methods is designed. And topic modeling methods are briefly explained.  In this paper scholarly article from [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] [2014] [2015] [2016] [2017] [2018] related to latent Dirichlet allocation-based topic modeling are explored fully and taxonomy is designed for first time.  Application of topic modeling application in various domains like scientific literature, Software Engineering, Bioinformatics, Sentiment analysis are discussed in detail.  Challenges of topic modeling for exploring the topic modeling from multiple perspective are given in detail.  Quantitative evaluation with standard metric on two data set are also done on both probabilistic and non-probabilistic (Latent Dirichlet allocation, Latent Semantic analysis) topic modelling method.  In the end some topic modeling tools and packages are also explained.
3
Topic Modeling Classification
Topic model can be considered as a methodology to present the huge volume of data generated due to advancement in computer & web technology in low dimension and to present the hidden concepts, prominent feature or latent variables of data, depending on the application context, should be identified efficiently. Dimension reduction was initially seen through algebraic perspective, decomposing the original matrix into factor matrix. So, our topic modeling classification strategy in this survey described as The next level in classification tree is based on Supervised and unsupervised approach to topic modeling, in this hierarchy, probabilistic topic model like Plsa and Latent Dirichlet Allocation falls. Initially both the Plsa and LDA was fully unsupervised approaches, but later on many researchers works in Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model with supervised approach for model learning, Plsa is explored with semi Supervised fashion in a very limited domains of Application. Non probabilistic models have not found significant contribution in supervised fashions, and considered as outside the of scope of paper. The last level in classification hierarchy is considering the sequence of words during topic modelling. Till 2006, the complete topic modeling approaches based on BOW (Bag of Words, in 2006 Hanna M. Wallach introduced the importance of incorporating sequence of words in topic modeling through n-gram statistics, and a Hierarchical Dirichlet Bigram model with better accuracy than BOW approaches is presented [18] . Although researchers are exploring Bigram and N-gram based topic modeling perspective, till today the most dominant approach is still based on Bag of Words. where the corpus is converted into term document matrix and order of terms is totally neglected, only terms count in document matters. 
Figure 1. Topic Modeling Classification Hierarchy

Topic Modeling Methods
The most popular topic modeling algorithms that contributed every sphere of text analysis in multiple domains includes Latent semantic analysis, Non-Negative Matrix Factorization, Probabilistic Latent semantic analysis, and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Semantic Analysis
Latent Semantic analysis is an algebraic method based on single value decomposition (SVD) and presenting the semantic space of documents in which more semantic relationship, contextual usage come closer. Unlike human child a machine learns everything from language. In 1997 Landauer and Dumais proposed latent semantic analysis technique [13] . They used Singular value decomposition (SVD) that had been applied to many different areas including information retrieval, natural language processing and modeling of human language knowledge or at least the basis of human knowledge [18] [19] [20] . The theoretical foundation of LSA is distributional hypotheses [42] , which states that terms with similar meaning also occur very closer in their contextual usage. All the semantic relation between texts is inferred directly from given corpus text. It uses vector representation of text to compute the similarity between texts to find similar words in text, to semantically organize text into semantic clusters. Latent Semantic Analysis has its application in text mining including automatic Grading of Essay Intelligent tutoring, Information retrieval, Social network Analysis, and Text Summarization.
Algorithm for LSA 1. For text corpus a term by document matrix A is created
where M is the terms or words in a document and N is the number of documents in corpus. 2. Each entry is weighted with function that associates importance of each word in the document and in the whole corpus. A weighting function should give a low weight to a high frequency types that occur in many documents and high weight to types that occur in some documents but not all [19] . 3. Apply SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) to matrix A, which reveals the correlation between terms in documents. SVD decomposes the matrix A into three matrix such that A=U∑V T Where U is an orthogonal matrix (U T U) and V is an orthogonal matrix (V T V) and ∑ is a diagonal matrix 
Non-Negative Matrix factorization (NNMF)
It is a new dimension reduction technique in which the problem of negative numbers present in dataset are addressed by placing non-negativity constraints on the data model. The concept of NNMF used by Pattero in 1994 for environmental data [24] . In 1997 again used in unsupervised learning by Lee & Seung [25] . NMF aims to address the problem of negative component in data models, because in many applications, the negative components contradict physical reality. So NMF is a representation of data confined to nonnegative vectors. The idea is decomposing a nonnegative matrix B into non negative factors V & H, B=VH+C, V≥0,H≥0. This decomposition is approximate in nature and C is noise or error matrix. This concept is called non-negative matrix factorization or also called PMF (Positive matrix factorization). NNMF also supports sparsity constraints in many application [26] [27][28] [29] . In microarray dataset many machine learning approaches like classification and clustering have been applied to cancer identification using molecular gene expression data set [34] [39] [76] . A comparative experiment on filtered set of genes for cancer classification using discrimination methods [41] was done and abnormalities in cell behaviour are highlighted with valid proofs In text mining ,NNMF and clustering based text summarization approach is also presented with better performance than clustering [40] .NNMF has been used in many applications including segmentation, dimension reduction, pattern recognition, image processing, language modeling etc.
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis(PLSA) is a technique of dimension reduction in text mining based on bag of words (BOW) for detecting semantic co-occurrence of terms using probabilistic framework in a corpus. It was developed by the Hoffman [30] . The first statistical model for revealing semantic cooccurrence in document term matrix of corpus was Aspect model [31] . It is based on the concept that each word generate from single topic and different word in a document may be generated from different topics. Each document is represented as a list of mixing proportion for these mixture components and thereby reduced to a probability distribution on a fixed set of topics. The model is defined with three parameters ϕ, θ and ρ, where ϕ z is the distribution of words in latent topics z given by p(w|z), θ d is the distribution of topics in document d given by p(z|d) and pd is the probability of choosing document d given by p(d).The words are generated as 1.Choose document d~ρ. 
Algorithm for PLSA
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LDA Generative Process
Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) is an approach ,based on definneti theorem [32] to capture significant inter as well as intra document statistical structure via mixing distributional assumes that document arise from multiple topics, a topic is defined as distribution over a vocabulary .Corpus is associated with predefined number of topics k, and each document in corpus contain these topics with different proportion. Topic Modeling aims to learn these topics from data or corpus. LDA is based on hidden variable model, prevalent in machine learning from decades. Generative model does not consider order of words in producing documents, so purely based on bag of words (BOW) approach. Topic modeling is to automatically discover the topics from a collection of documents, so in a data set, the K topic distribution must be learned through statistical inference. This algorithm defined generative process as a joint probability distribution over both observed and hidden variables. The process of learning the topic distribution is described through plate notation given in figure. 
LDA Algorithm
For each document (a) Distribution over topics θ d~D ir(α). where Dir(.)is a draw from a uniform Dirichlet distribution with scaling parameter α. (b) For each word in the document 1.Draw a specific topic z d,n~ multi(θ d ) 2. Draw a word w d,n~βz,d,n. The central inferential problem for LDA is determining the posterior distribution of latent variables given the document.
The aim of Topic modeling is to automatically discover the topics from a collection of documents. The documents are observed, while the topic structure, the topics, per document topic distribution and per document per word topic assignment is hidden structure. The utility of topic modelling is come from the property that the inferred hidden structure resembles the thematic structure of the collection. This interpretable hidden structure annotates each document in the collection and theses annotation can be used in information retrieval, classification, and corpus exploration
Posterior Inference for Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Various inference techniques that provide approximately solution for marginal probabilities for observed data under various topic models includes variational inference [4][35]
, collapsed variational inference [36] Expectation propagation [37] and Gibbs sampling [32] . Each approximation technique has its advantages and disadvantages. Variational Inference provides a deterministic methodology for approximating likelihood and posteriors [38] . Variational inference is based on reformulating the problem of computing the posterior distribution as an optimization problem, perturbing that problem and finding solutions to the perturbed problem. Variational inference generally performs worse than sampling methods due to an approximate bias, but runs faster. In addition, being faster than sampling methods and is particularly well suited for large scale problems
Mean Field Variational Method
Mean field methods are based on optimizing Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence with respect to a so-called variational distribution. In contrast to the true posterior, the mean field variational distribution for LDA is one where the variables are independent of each other, and each governed by a different variational parameter:
Gibbs Sampling
Gibbs sampling is a typical Markov Chain Monte Carlo EAI Endorsed Transactions on Scalable Information Systems 10 2019 -01 2020 | Volume 7 | Issue 24 | e2 6 method was originally proposed for image restoration [42] .
Quantitative Analysis for Topic Modeling Methods
For Quantitative analysis of topic modeling methods, we choose two topic modeling techniques: one is chosen from the algebraic method and other is from Probabilistic method. Algebraic topic modeling technique based on matrix factorization is latent semantic analysis (LSA) and probabilistic topic modeling technique is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The term topic modeling in machine learning community is given by David Blie et al in 2003, by using latent Dirichlet allocation algorithm for semantic themes detection in large collection of text, since then LDA is considered as synonymous for topic modeling in machine learning community. All the evolutionary algorithms of topic modeling like correlated topic model, Dynamic topic model, Author topic model, Multilingual Topic Model, Syntactic topic model and many more discussed in taxonomy designed in section 5, are either extension of LDA or based on LDA. So, till today LDA is the most widely used approach for topic modeling.
Data Set Chosen
For the empirical evaluation we choose two data set. Movies Review: The labeled dataset consists of 5000 IMDB movie reviews, specially selected for sentiment analysis. The sentiment of the reviews is binary, meaning an IMDB rating < 5 results in a sentiment score of 0, and a rating >=7 has a sentiment score of 1. No individual movie has more than 30 review National Institutes of Health (NIH): This dataset holds information on research grants awarded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH)in 2014. It includes both 'projects' and 'abstracts' files. The dataset is data-Frame of 100 randomly-sampled grants' abstracts and metadata
Pre-processing
For pre-processing of data set, a pre-processor function is designed which includes to remove all the numeric digits from dataset and also to convert all capital letters characters into lowercase for further processing. In next step a word tokenizer is also constructed and applied to the preprocessed input. This tokenizer will split the document at individual word level and consider that word as token for further processing.
A vocabulary-based document term matrix is created, we collect unique terms from all the documents and mark each of them with a unique id using the create vocabulary function. In typical topic modeling, we begin by constructing a document term matrix (DTM)from input documents. This is the first step to vectorizing text by creating a map from words to a vector space.
Parameter Setting
For topic modeling evaluation we set algorithm parameters for both latent semantic algorithm and latent Dirichlet allocation. Although both the algorithms provide automatic insight in large dataset in the form of semantic themes, the way of modeling is totally different in the algorithms. Latent Semantic Analysis learns latent topics by performing matrix decomposition on the term document matrix. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic model that assumes a Dirichlet prior over the latent topics [1] .In this experiment, we choose K =10 (number of topics in LDA and rate of factorization for SVD in LSA)in Movie reviews dataset and K=10 for NIH(According to data size).
Evaluation Measure
In the literature perplexity and log-likelihood is the most widely used approach for evaluating topic quality of topic model [99] , but our algebraic topic modeling approach latent semantic analysis is a matrix factorization method based on single value decomposition, so no use of expectation maximization algorithms in learning topics, So we choose the evaluation metrics that are applicable to both topic modeling methods, so for these models, we choose coherence as the most prominent quality measures. Probabilistic Coherence: Probabilistic coherence measures how associated words are in a topic, controlling for statistical independence. For example, suppose you have a corpus of articles from the sports section of a newspaper. A topic with the words {sport, sports, ball, fan, athlete} would look great. But we actually know that it's a terrible topic because the words are so frequent in this corpus as to be meaningless. In other words, they are highly correlated with each other but they are statistically-independent of each other [100] . T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  T7  T8  T9  T10 as in latent Dirichlet allocation , like topic 1 and topic two are not well separated also topic 4 and 5 .So in conclusion it can be stated that latent semantic analysis can be used in many natural language processing applications like text summarization, word ambiguity detection in information retrieval, but for efficient topic modeling like presenting semantic themes in large collection of huge data set, Latent Dirichlet allocation based on probabilistic theory give acceptable results.
Evolution of LDA Based topic models
Evolution in LDA started with the aim for best language model incorporating the interest of modeler (as per domain requirement) or application specific and presenting the hidden semantic of dataset as real as given by human. For example: User may be interested in finding correlation among different topics discussed in the corpus, like proceedings of conferences from many decades and many domains, so practitioner may be interested in particular time research interest, author contents and how domains are changing with time, how vocabulary in domains are changing in time like machine learning terminology is changing with time, from keyword "machine learning" to "deep learning" and this is true for all domains. These evolutions are generated in literature of topic modeling by relaxing the basic assumption of latent Dirichlet allocation as well as deleting unnecessary parameters or adding important ones.
Supervised Topic Models
Supervised topic model is developed to use topic modeling in predictive analysis. Each document is presented with a response variable [44] .STM has provision for single -label as well as multi-label annotation in classification and regression problems. A supervised updating of LDA as Slda [44] , Med-LDA [50] and Discriminative LDA(Disc-LDA) [49] are developed for single-label category of classification. For multi label classification, the generative model is labelled-LDA (L-Lda) [48] . It is a technology for annotation or labelling of images in big scenes and rating a document based on review on webpage, and in a scientific collection of articles, annotate the document with no. of downloads in a certain time. Recent work on supervised topic modeling includes Prior-LDA and Dependency-LDA, for multilabel classification. The advantage of STM is that prediction of label is done at the word level, instead of traditional classification approaches where it is done at document level and labelling of all document is completed simultaneously, again an important factor for more accurate classification. For a regression perspective, other than Slda for most relevant approaches are the Dirichlet multinomial regression [51] and the inverse regression topic model [52] .
Correlated Topic Model
Latent Dirichlet allocation is capable enough for considering an effective tool for the statistics analysis of document collections. LDA consider that words of each document arise from multiple topics and each individual topic is a distribution over the vocabulary. In real life data, all the topics in collection are correlated in some way. For e.g. a document about sports is more likely being about health than finance. So, the correlated topic model algorithm is developed in this topic proportion exhibit correlation through logistic normal distribution [53] . Correlated Topic Model (CTM) with more flexible distribution in topic proportions find a covariance structure among the components [45] . This covariance structure laid the foundation for revealing a more realistic model of latent topic structure to find correlation among the topics. In JSTOR archive of journal science data [12] , it is demonstrated that CTM provides a natural way of visualizing and exploring collection of documents. Posterior inference is big challenge in CTM, so mean field variational methods are used to efficiently obtain an approximation of this posterior distribution.
Pachinko Allocation Topic Model
Pachinko Allocation Topic Model (PAM) is an advanced algorithm to explore correlation in complicated unstructured documents through directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure [54] . It is powerful enough to learn nested, arbitrary and sparse topic correlation in corpus. PAM exhibit both word correlation in vocabulary as well as inter topic correlations [55] . It can be simple hierarchy or directed acyclic graph with cross connected edges or with missing nodes. In PAM each leaf node is associated with vocabulary word and each interior node corresponds to topic, with Dirichlet distribution over its children topic and these children topics are traditional topics in latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model, thus representing a mixture over topics. Although PAM provides a powerful way to extract inter-topic correlation in large collection of text. It has the same traditional problem -How to determine optimal number of topics. So significant contribution includes nonparametric Bayesian prior to automatically determine number of topics [65] .
Hierarchical Topic Model
Hierarchical Topic model is an algorithm that relaxes the dominant theory of Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) that each document could only have limited topics. In LDA mixture distribution is taken at predefined k number of topics. In an advanced CTM LDA is extended to considerfind relationship between different topics, but number of topics is fixed unable to draw level of abstraction of a topic in hierarchy. So Hierarchical Topic Modeling is an approach 9 in TM to find more absolute topics and organize the topics according to a hierarchy in which more abstract topic appear near the root of hierarchy and more concrete are appear near the leaves [68] . The Hirarchial-lda generate a mixture distribution on topics using a nested CRP (Chinese Restaurants Process) [56] .
Spherical Topic Models
Spherical Admixture Model is a topic model that integrates the features of mixture of von Mises-Fisher distributions (movMF) [57] with LDA, for modeling different aspects of data [58] . In both topic modeling and dimensionality reduction application Spherical Admixture Model was found to produce more relevant topic feature than either the movMF spherical mixture model or LDA. Spherical Admixture Model outperform because of its three attribute-Cosine distance, negative terms, and word absence /presence. Other model for modeling word absence is multivariate Bernoulli likelihood [59] . Spherical Admixture Model uses Mises fisher likelihood to model data more accurately than multinomial model [60] . Spherical Admixture Model uses variational mean field as inference technique.
Author topic model
Author topic model is generative model approach for author topic model that simulates the contents of document and interest of authors [61] . It is an extension of LDA to include authorship information. Each author is associated with a multinomial distribution over topics and each topic is associated with multinomial distribution over vocabulary. Before Author topic model other approaches were based on Stylometric features [62] like stylistic features of text corpus including frequency of certain words, stop words, sentence length, and diversity of author's vocabulary used for finding authors attributes in text collections.
Multilingual Topic Model
Multilingual topic model (MTM) is the methodology to detect semantic themes or topics in corpus, where corpus vocabulary is not restricted to only one language. The world wide web is contributing to knowledge in multiple languages emerges from different continents [46] . MTM has its root deep in 2004, when first latent semantic analysis model for cross lingual languages are developed [46] . PolyLDA is based on the concept of latent Dirichlet allocation and extends it for extracting semantic themes across multiple languages parallelly. This model take input from multiple documents consists of multiple languages and discovers T topics in each language parallelly [45] .
PolyLDA implemented for corpus of German, Greek, English, Danish, and Spanish etc. MuTo (Multilingual Topic model for unaligned text) assumes that similar themes appear in multiple languages and discover the topics at vocabulary level in corpus [47] .
Dynamic Topic Model
DTM is a topic model that bound the exchangeability assumption of LDA unlike to CTM at corpus level. It is assumed in CTM that terms are exchangeable within document as well as in corpus. But in reality, this assumption is not appropriate, any domain's literature evolve with time, and also the vocabulary used to represent the study area, for example, Nanotechnology in 1950 is totally different from that was in 1990.The topics of collection evolve over time. So DTM is concerned with detecting the topics in corpus with their dynamics as well. The DTM reveal the evolution of topics in corpora by dividing the corpora in time slice. For e.g. by Year, by Decades etc. Each slice is modelled with k component topic model and each time slice t evolve from t-1 slice. In this logistic normal distribution is used and variational methods are used for approximate posterior inference. In DTM the Hellinger distance is used for similarity score. This similarity metrics, has the potential to provide a time-based notion of document similarity. The two articles about physics might be looked similar even one uses vocabulary of 1950 and other of 2017.A dynamic topic model of learning analytics Iterative-Dynamic Topic Model(Iterative-DTM) that can accommodate the evolution of all the unbounded number of topics, topics can die or be born at any epoch and the representation of each topic evolve according to a Markovian dynamics [63] .
Syntactic Topic Model
Topic modeling based on BOW (Bag of Word) approach where words are exchangeable in corpus, and their probability is stable in permutation [65] . These models have proved useful for quickly analysing very large corpus and successful for classification and information retrieval [64] . BOW based topic model is sufficient where abstract statistical footprint of themes of document is sufficient for success, but fails where finer grained, qualities of language are required. So Syntactic topic model, a nonparametric Bayesian topic model is developed to infer both syntactically and semantically coherent topics. Previous work on considering syntactic feature includes semantic space model [65] and linear sequence models [66] [67] These models have significant work in the domain of word sense disambiguation application in natural language processing. 
Applications of Topic modeling in various research Area of Technology
Topic modeling has spread its wings in various area of research in last two decades since its inception like Scientific Research, Bioinformatics, Social network, Software Engineering and in many other domains.
Scientific Research
The first generative model for topic modeling known as latent Topics discovered by LDA using Gibbs sampling inference pick out meaningful structure of science and reveal some of the relationship between scientific papers in different disciplines [68] . Nicholas analysed area of interdisciplinary research funded by science foundation using topic modeling algorithms [69] . This helps science foundation administrators to better understand the content and context of funding portfolios in order to help promote future science funding plans. A topic model is presented for simultaneously modeling papers, authors, and publication venues known as Author conference topic model [73] . It includes data of 14134 authors 10716 papers and 1434 conferences from Arnet Miner. In one more advanced topic model where traditional collaborative filtering and probabilistic topic modeling are combined and provides a system to recommend scientific article to users of online community [70] [71]72]. One another perspective of topic modeling of research fields by Michael Paul, in this LDA is used to classify research papers based on topic & language. In this various insightful statistics and correlation within and across three research field: linguistics, Computational linguistics, Education were found [85] .
Bioinformatics
Topic mode is a useful method as compare to traditional means like classification & clustering in bioinformatics and it enhances practioner's ability to interpret biological information [87] . In 2006 a study of statistical modeling of biomedical corpora by David Blei demonstrate an LDA model can be employed to infer hidden factors permeating a biomedical text corpus to synthesize and organize information about complex biological phenomena [88] . The Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) in 2010 employed on expression microarray dataset for extraction of bio-Clusters, this model simultaneously groups' genes and samples. An Ensemble topic model for sharing health care data and predicting disease risk was developed by Andrew et al. In this approach, model is developed to allow sharing of beneficial information while staying within the bounds of data privacy [84] . Genome level composition of DNA sequences are analysed using probabilistic models [74] . John Barnett and Tommy Jakkola use topic modeling for Gene expression analysis. Gene expression profiling provides a window into the inner working of the cell, as exhibited through messenger RNA levels [75] . Drugs impact different pathways within the cell and the active pathway may be different within cell types. Understanding more precisely which pathway are affected by drugs in specific cell types open up new possibilities for more targeted drugs or combination drug therapies.
Social Network Analysis
The large amount of data available on social web platform opens new opportunities for mining information about real world. Because of its popularity and wide spread usage, it can be used to infer important aspects about the users of those services and about the things happening in their surroundings. Young Chul Cha et al described Social network analysis using topic model, in this paper, applied LDA to analyse the relationship graph in a large social network [77] . Different from the usual approaches that extract topics from textual data such as Bio and tweets, this approach relies purely on social network graph consisting of follow edges. This approach is especially useful when only linkage data is available. In 2009 Justin Grimmer presented a Bayesian hierarchical topic model for political analysis for measuring expressed agendas in senate press release [78] . It addresses the issues to efficiently measure the priorities political actors emphasize in statements. Debashis Naskar et al, developed SentLDA -a generative model to identify the sentiments of the users in the social network through their conversation [79] . An Author recipient topic model for social network analysis is developed [81] which learns topic distribution based on the direction sensitive messages sent between entities. A Multi attribute latent Dirichlet allocation (MA-LDA) is developed, in which the time and hash tag attributes of micro blogs are incorporated into the LDA model [80] . This method provides strong evidence of the importance of the temporal factor in extracting hot topics.
Software Engineering
With the evolution of software industry, a large volume of data is produced in various software repositories, among those data, it is estimated that between 80% and 85% of the data in software repositories is unstructured. For example, source code, documentation, test cases, bug repositories etc. Mining theses unstructured repositories can uncover interesting and actionable information to support various software Engineering tasks such as program comprehension, location, and traceability link recovery [83] . The underlying assumption for using topic modeling on software repositories is that software arty-facts share the same textual characteristics as text in natural language. So, configuration of LDA for software Engineering tasks using the same parameter used for natural language is quite easy. So LDA-Ga, A genetic approach for software engineering task like traceability link discovery was developed to identify a near optimal configuration of LDA. For LDA parameters more specifically LDA-GA uses the coherence of documents pertaining to the same topic to derive the evolution of GA [82] . Again, a detailed analysis of software evolution on the source code history of well-known system Hot Draw and J-Edit was performed using topic modeling.
Challenges of Topic modeling
In last two decades although topic modelling has explored in various domains, including text mining in scientific literature, Software engineering, bioinformatics and social network analysis and many information retrieval research areas. And thousands of papers have written and models has been developed. According to our studies, some domains where topic modelling can be used are still unexplored. And certain aspect through which topic modelling can be understood in more significant way should be developed. So as per our study, some issues require further research, and require more contribution, to fully explore the topic modeling's vision of distant reading make possible. These areas of further exploration are followings.
Visualization
Topic models represents an abstract modeling which is totally abstract for modeler and for end users in many ways [47] . To understand the document collection, the topics in a topic model that is the distribution over words with the maximum probability in a topic explain-what is a topic all about. So, the most common way to understand topics is through visualization. The most common output of topic modeling algorithms is top terms of each individual topic using word list. Another most popular approach is word cloud. The topic model visualization (TMVE)is a tool that represents each topic with the most related topics as well as most related documents. This is calculated through θ d -the percentage of topics proportion in each document. Visualization tools are developed like termite [85] Termite is a compact, intuitive interactive visualization of the topics in a topic model, but by only including terms that rank high in saliency or distinctiveness, which are global properties of terms. It is restricted to providing a global view of the model rather than allowing a user to deeply inspect individual topic by visualizing a potentially different set of terms for every single topic. Topic Nets [86] uses dimension reduction on topic composition to plot documents in 2D space. But does not show topic or document compositions. LDAvis [87] directly addresses the model checking problem by aiding topic interpretation through a relevance method for ranking term within topics for display to end users. It provides a global view of the topics, while at the same time allowing for a deep inspection of the terms most highly associated with individual topic. Terms are ranked by their probability under a topic is suboptimal. Uncertainty in topic models arises because of Multi-Modality methods, Different text-pre-processing methods and multiple human viewpoint & perspective on judgment of topical quality.
Interpretation of Topic Modeling
Visualization can help in great details about understanding topic model output and issues in modeling. Evaluating topic model for quality is a step to interpretability by product. The most widely used metric for quality of topic model was heldout-likelihood [96] Chang et al., shows that held out likelihood quality metric not suitable for providing ease of interpretability in probabilistic models. Automatic measurement of topic quality is good candidate for quality checks and interpretability [97] [98] . Another work emphasis on finding the suitable topic model for specific application and also finding the relationship between multiple models for better interpretable by humans.
Memory Efficient Topic Modeling
Topic models provide a useful tool in analysing complicated text collection, but their computation complexity has hindered their use in large scale and real time application. Although there has been enough work on modeling and improving training time estimation in topic models has been done [88] [89] . There has been little attention paid to the practically important problem of inferring topic distribution given existing models. LDA is effective Topic modeling used in classification, feature selection, and information retrieval, however using LDA on large dataset take hours even days due to the heavy computation and intensive memory access. So, GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) is used to accelerate LDA training on single machine. In this GLDA achieve a speedup of 15X over the original CPU based LDA for large dataset efficient training of LDA on a GPU by Mean for Mode estimation [90] . Mean for Mode estimation is a variant of un-collapsed Gibbs sampling that uses the mean of Dirichlet distribution to make point estimate, can be implemented efficiently on GPU's. The algorithm exposes a lot of parallelism and has good statistical performance.
Stability
Another important challenge in topic modelling is stability. Stability can be defined in topic modelling as that topic modelling algorithm applied to the same data set with same parameters in multiple runs at multiple times the output not necessarily be same. Stability analysis in topic modelling has shown that the traditional topic modelling outcome is unstable both when the model is retained on same input documents and when it is updated with new documents. So how, we can produce a definitive topic model that is both stable and accurate. A very little work done on stability analysis in Negative matrix factorization algorithms and including NNMF. Most authors on TM don't address this issue and instead simply utilize a single random initialization and present the result of TM as being definitive. Another challenge in TM is the identification of coherent topics in noisy data such as tweets [91] . The most common strategy for reducing instability in unsupervised learning is to use ensemble clustering techniques, which is based on the idea that combining large and diverse sets of clustering can produce more stable and accurate solution. [92] [93] [94] , Works regarding the optimality and consistency of solutions produced by clustering and Bio clustering algorithms. In TM, some initial work for stability using ensembles done in matrix factorization. This include using a hierarchical scheme to combine multiple factorization, in the study of Protein networks [95] . However, these studies have not investigated the extend of the problems introduced by instability in the context of Topic Modelling.
9.Topic Modeling Toolkit
Two decades of research in topic modelling, produced several toolkits for the development of broad range of application of topic models. Theses toolkits are used in various domains including Cognitive sciences, Social web analysis, Bioinformatics, Natural language processing, Software Engineering and in many more. Gensim: It is a free library designed to automatically extract semantic topics from documents very efficiently in python. The algorithms implemented in Gensim are LSA, LDA and Random Projections. These algorithms are Unsupervised in nature, means semantic patterns are statistically found in documents without any metadata, only need a corpus of plain text documents [107] . Stanford Topic Modeling ToolBox (TMT): This toolbox was written at the Stanford NLP group by Daniel Ramage &Evan Rosen in September 2009 [108] . It was in written in Scala language using linear algebra library. TMT can be used only to detect semantic pattern in textual dataset. LDA and its two enhanced version Labelled LDA and PLDA are implemented in Stanford TMT. MALLET: The MALLET topic model implementation is an extremely fast and highly scalable tool with Gibbs sampling, topic hyper parameter optimization and modules for inferring topics for new documents given trained models [106] . MALLET includes Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Pachinko Allocation, and Hierarchical LDA. For optimized implementation of Topic modelling algorithm, it depends on numerical optimization. R Packages: R language has a rich set of packages or special library for efficient topic modelling includes lsa [101] , lsafun [102] ,lda [103] ,topicmodels [105] ,textmineR [100] ,text2 vec [104] .
Conclusion
From last one and half decades, topic modeling using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is very popular in Machine learning and natural language processing community for handling large amount of unstructured data and annotating these data with themes and topic. In this paper we provide a comprehensive survey on topic models using a new classification hierarchy, Different Topic model methods like LSA, NMF, PLSA, and LDA are also explained in detail. Quantative evaluation of Topic modelling techniques is also presented with detail analysis, Different evolutionary model of Latent Dirichlet allocation are also presented first time, Different application area of topic model like Scientific research, Bioinformatics, Social network analysis and software engineering are explained. Although topic modeling have been explored in many areas of research to full extent, but according to our studies, some domains where topic modelling can be used are still unexplored like speech processing, image processing and detecting themes in audio and video data set. And certain aspect through which topic modelling can be understood in more significant way should be developed. In this paper various challenging aspects of topic modelling includes visualization of topics, Interpretation of topics as human, Memory efficient topic Models, Stability of topic modelling are also identified and discussed. Although topic modelling come a long distance in two decades, but certain questions are still unresolved. These includes:
 How to select optimal number of topics. some approaches like perplexity, log-likelihood of held out documents, Harmonic mean, Cross validation are some approaches but results are still ambiguous.  How to choose priors, the choice of priors has direct effect on probability of held out documents and the quality of inferred topics. Which priors are best like Symmetric or Asymmetric and which is most suitable for problem in hand? No rigorous study is available on the choice of priors.  Which inference technique is best suitable for problem domain, like Variational inference and Gibbs sampling has dominated the topic modelling from last two decades, but which is best is still not answerable? So, with the advancement in topic modelling, various extended version of LDA and based on related theory come into existence and used in last two decades in various applications including text mining, biomedical research, sentiment analysis, speech technology, image processing, collaborative filtering, disability survey data, population genetics and the modelling of sequential data and user etc. 
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